Endeavour Elementary School
Community Council Agenda
Date: October 13, 2020
Attendance:

Vanessa Mori
Lisa Simmons
A’Neil Locke

Cindy Nottingham
Stacie Dorius

Michelle Berg
Erika Gerlach

1. Welcome/Approval of last month’s minutes (1 minute)
Motioned by: A’Neil
Seconded by: Lisa
2. Vanessa (2-55 minutes)
a. SCC training videos discussion
There is just one single new one this year, but there are others you are welcome to watch from last
year.
b. Future SCC trainings
There will be a training tonight from 6-8, October 28 from 6-8, and they will also be recorded so you can
go back and watch at your own convenience.
Erica had a suggestion for the future that they watch the recorded videos before they come in. Lisa
mentioned that if they are running they should watch the videos. This will help people understand what
they are signing up for.
c. Acadience Testing Beginning of the Year (BOY) Results
Lori Oliver shared a presentation on our data. There was a significant dive in 1st grade proficiency.
Lori mentioned that she is working with first grade to fill the gaps. This is most likely a result of our
learning from home that began in March. We saw this across the district. We are required to report
our K-3 data to the state, but we still focus on this in each grade level.
Stacie wondered how we can bring up our 1st grader scores? With our need to follow our covid rules,
we are giving first and second grade an extra aid. Teachers are inviting students to come in on Fridays
for small group and one-on-one instruction. Cindy is working on the Local Case team and they are
identifying interventions. If they don’t make growth, they are referred for other testing to see if they
can benefit from SpEd support.
Erika wanted to know how the kindergarten can get help with their books. Volunteers are there
everyday and the program is happening...the volunteers are just staying longer so there is less
switching.
This is not published or shared, it was just shared with our community council. Every parent is notified
on how their student is doing. Vanessa will put a synposis of our results in the Mori Memo.
d. Other: Feedback on how the 4 day is going. Michelle shared her love of seeing her students and missing
her parents. Cindy shared that overall, the stress has drastically decreased. The teachers are still
working so hard on keeping up with the big 5. It forced the teachers to deliver instruction via canvas
and now they are prepared. Vanessa shared the same feelings. Friday Logan Toone came into 5th grade

to see how they were organizing their homepage within canvas. This will be shared with the whole
district. Monday Reid and Logan to see Michelle’s 3d design
Covid-19: Our first case has expired; however, we have a new case and quarantine out today. We have
new policies that will allow students to return sooner. At the jog-a-thon there was a complaint. The
jogathon was slightly longer, but the kids had their masks on most of the time. The jogathon timeline
did not allow for only 15 minutes interaction. If they were with a student 15 minutes or less, we don’t
quarantine. 2-5 minutes pair shares, 10 minutes or less for groups, 15 minutes or less for lunches and
recess.
Lunch time- the kids are not having enough time to eat. Kids can move to a different table if they don’t
have enough time to finish. Talk to your kids so they are aware.
They get lunch recess and one more 15-minute recess. Student council will add to announcements and
put into the Mori Memo.
Busses- they spray down all the seats after dropping off junior high and it sits for a couple of minutes
We are pushing wearing masks to help slow the spread. Our data dashboard looks good, there is just
some concern about the secondary numbers. New masks will be handed out on Monday.
So much gratitude from our families for our administration and our teachers.
Next meeting November 10th at 4:00 on zoom.

3. Adjourn
Motioned by: Lisa
Seconded by: A’Neil

